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ABSTRACT

Experts have widely carried out research on cattle since 1960. However, regarding the efficiency of the cattle marketing channel in Bali, especially in the livestock group in the village of Ayunan, it is necessary to study its efficiency for that researcher conducted research to know the efficiency of marketing cattle in Bali. Using the census method, 40 farmers consisted of two livestock groups, namely the Karang Ayu livestock group and the Karya livestock group, each consisting of 20 people. Instruments or measuring tools used in the interview guide to help obtain answers from respondents are structured and closed questionnaires for open-ended questions. The results showed four channels formed from the marketing system of cattle breeds in Bali, namely marketing channel i. Breeders sell livestock to other farmers in one village (12.5%), Marketing Channel ii. Breeders sell directly to animal markets (7.5%), Channel iii. Farmers sell livestock to blank in the cattle barn (74.5%), and IV Farmers sell livestock to blank in the animal market (5.5%). With marketing efficiency for male seeds for each channel of 0; 2.57; 1.18, and 1.61, while the marketing efficiency in each channel for female cattle is: 0; 3.53; 1.50, and 1.92. It is said that the most effective marketing channel for cattle breeds in Bali is through my marketing, namely the breeders selling the cow breeds in the stables and those who buy them around the farm because they do not incur marketing costs.
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INTRODUCTION

Breeders sell their cows when they are in immediate need of significant funds. However, the selling price is relatively cheap because the price determinant lies with intermediary traders. This phenomenon happens because breeders have insufficient knowledge about marketing their livestock products, especially the price of Bali cattle. Community farmers maintain cattle, and most of them are small-scale, with ownership of one to three heads (Astiti, 2018). This business is usually integrated with other farms, used as savings, or considered a hobby and determinant of community social status (Astiti, 2000).

The livestock sector is a series of continuous activities that aim to develop the capacity of the farmers’ community to independently carry out the business of raising Balinese cattle. For example, the Bali cattle farming sector in Abiansemal District has the potential for increasing the production of Bali cattle, increasing income and welfare, meeting the nutritional needs of the community, creating job and business opportunities and motivating breeders to participate in Bali cattle breeding activities (BPS, 2020). Marketing is one of the activities of entrepreneurs or producers in terms of selling products to generate profits.

An increase in income encourages farmers to raise more cattle. In addition, it will encourage breeders to carry out maintenance more efficiently. As a result, the cattle population in Bali indirectly increases as desired by the government. However, the income obtained by farmers is still far from their expectations. The price received by farmers is still relatively low, so their share is also low. Sukanata et al. (2010) showed that breeders only receive about 63%–69% of the final price given to consumers. As for benefits, cattle farming does not provide a decent profit if farmers’ sacrifices are considered economically. Such business conditions lead to a weak bargaining position for farmers in the Bali cattle marketing system and are often used by cattle traders/dealers/middlemen. Effective ways should be developed to improve the marketing system and increase farmer–livestock incomes. One of the efforts to improve the Balinese cattle marketing system is to change the farmer–livestock mindset. Raising Bali cattle is not only a savings account but also a business with a steady income every month. The selling price of Bali cattle should be increased by cutting the route of Bali cattle trading so that marketing cost-efficiency can be achieved.

The success of a cattle breeding business cannot be separated from the marketing system,
so, the first step of a variety of problems faced in cattle marketing in Bali, amongst others: inappropriate marketing policies, market structures that tend to lead to monopsony markets, long market chains, game weighing, smuggling, buying, and selling of cattle expenditure quotas, inadequate supervision, in addition to the low entrepreneurial spirit of breeders. Therefore, this condition must be improved to enhance the welfare of breeders.

Motivation and internal and external factors, such as age, education level, farming experience, number of family dependents, courage to take risks, livestock ownership, and land area, influence the progress and decline of beef cattle farming (Luanmase et al., 2011). For these reasons, the motivation to raise Bali cattle, it is marketing. Its effect on the income of farmers from their cattle business should be studied fundamentally to determine (i) the reasons for raising Bali cattle, (ii) the farmers’ motivation to market Bali cows and (iii) the farmers’ share on Bali cattle sales.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The material is in the form of seed Bali cattle, namely one-year-old Bali cattle which are sold to be reared as seeds to produce children or as fattening cows.

Primary data was obtained from direct observation and interviews with marketing individuals using instruments in the form of questionnaires or a list of questions that were prepared previously. Secondary data is obtained through documents or data covering activities running the Bali cattle breeding system. Instruments or measuring tools are very important in research activities because only with good measuring instruments or tools will data or information relevant to the research objectives be obtained. Therefore, research measuring instruments must have high validity and reliability.

The data used are qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative data includes the characteristics of respondents, marketing channels, and functions performed by each individual or marketing agency and is analyzed descriptively. Quantitative data includes the selling price of male and female cattle, the method of sale, marketing margins, and costs, as well as farmer’s shares which are analyzed to measure marketing efficiency.

To determine the efficiency of marketing channels, the formula is used:

\[ \text{Ep} = \frac{X}{100\%} \]

Where:

- \( \text{Ep} \) = Marketing Efficiency (%)
- \( X \) = Total Marketing Cost (Rp/head)
- \( \text{NP} \) = Total Value of Products marketed (Rp/head)

If:

- \( \text{Ep} \) with the smallest value = the most efficient

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Marketing is distributing or distributing cow breeds from the hands of farmers or producers to the hands of final consumers. Marketing of livestock through a marketing distribution channel or chain. The length of the chain or marketing distribution channel determines the price at the merchant level and the high and low efficiency of the marketing carried out (Munadi et al., 2021). Analysis of the marketing efficiency of a commodity is very important, including the marketing of cattle breeds. To get the most efficient marketing distribution channel, it must be seen which channel has the minor marketing costs. The results of the study indicate that marketing channel I is the most efficient because it does not incur marketing costs because it does not go through intermediary traders. The high price of a product or commodity in the market can be caused by a marketing distribution chain that is too long.

The efficiency of the marketing channel for breeding cattle is done by looking at the percentage between the marketing costs incurred and the selling price of the breeding cattle. The smaller the percentage value, the more efficient the distribution channel is compared to other distribution channels. To determine the efficiency of each marketing channel, it is necessary to look at the costs incurred by the marketing agency for each model of the cattle breeding channel. The marketing costs incurred by marketing agencies on the marketing channels of male and female breeders and the efficiency of marketing institutions can be seen in table 1.
Table 1. The efficiency of Seed Cattle Marketing Channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Marketing Fee Male (Rp/head)</th>
<th>Marketing Fee Female (Rp/head)</th>
<th>Selling price Male (Rp/head) (In thousands)</th>
<th>Selling price Female (Rp/head) (In thousands)</th>
<th>Efficiency Male (%)</th>
<th>Efficiency Female (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>4,900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>182,500</td>
<td>182,500</td>
<td>7,100</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>82,500</td>
<td>82,500</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>115,000</td>
<td>115,000</td>
<td>7,125</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information:
- i. Farmers sell livestock to other farmers in the same village.
- ii. Breeders sell livestock directly to the animal market
- iii. Farmers sell livestock to middlemen cattle pens
- iv. Farmers sell cattle to a middleman at the animal market

In Table 1, the marketing channel for cattle that has the lowest efficiency value is marketing channel i. Based on this, it can be said that the most effective marketing channel is marketing channel i. This is due to the marketing cost of cattle in the lowest marketing channel, which is Rp. 0. -; breeders sell cows to other breeders at the farm location, so that it does not reduce marketing costs and marketing risks that occur when transporting cattle to the buyer's location because the buyers are in the same village as the marketing chain. The short marketing chain causes the marketing costs to be incurred on these channels to be low. The length of the marketing chain determines the price at the merchant level (Putri et al. 2014).

The efficiency of marketing institutions in each marketing channel for breeding cattle can be seen in Figure 1. for the efficiency of marketing channels for breeding cattle.

\[
\text{Channel efficiency} = \frac{\text{Channel Marketing Cost}}{\text{Product Selling Value}} \times 100\%
\]

In Figure 1. the marketing channel for breeding cows with the most minor efficiency in my channel, is marketing channel iii, which is 1.18% for cattle breeds, while for female breeders, it is 1.50%. Based on these data, it can be said that marketing channel iii is quite efficient. This is because the marketing costs incurred by marketing channel iii are smaller than those of marketing channels ii and iv. Therefore, farmers in marketing cattle should consider marketing channel iii, but that does not mean that the farmers and marketing agencies involved do not use marketing channels model i. This is because farmers do not dare to take risks when transporting their livestock to the animal market. In addition to the lack of entrepreneurial spirit from the breeders, breeders focus on production. They do not want to be involved in marketing so farmers feel more comfortable selling them in their cages. Where we know our breeders are casual farmers to fill their spare time in between farming (Muatip et al., 2018). This is because most of the demand for cattle in Bali are farmers, and farmers directly buy seeds from the animal market so that farmers are satisfied with their choices. The breeder who will raise the cow chooses his cow according to his taste.

Cattle marketing costs are costs incurred during the marketing process, starting from cattle off the hands of farmers until final consumers accept them. The marketing costs are borne by the marketing agencies involved in the form of transportation costs, labor, user fees and transfer fees (Lasaharu and Boekoesoe, 2020; Lole, 2012). Costs incurred for marketing purposes include transportation costs, levy fees, and others depending on the marketed commodity and the length of the marketing channel (Endoh, et al...
the amount of marketing costs can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the marketing channel I of farmers in marketing their cattle does not incur costs, such as transportation, user fees and transfer fees. This is because farmers transport cattle to other breeders in the same village and marketing is carried out in the stables of farmers.

Marketing channel ii, the marketing agencies involved are farmers through animal markets, Middleman, and end consumers. Breeders incur marketing costs in marketing their breeding cows, because farmers bring their cows to the animal market, so the marketing costs are in the form of transportation of Rp. 150,000, - /head as well as retribution fees for entering the animal market of Rp. 25,000, -/head and vehicle parking fees of Rp. 7,500.-. The total marketing costs incurred by farmers are Rp. 182,500, -. Middleman conducts transactions with farmers in the animal market, incurring a transfer fee of IDR 17,500/cow, which the buyer bears.

Marketing channel iii, breeder cows are sold to Middleman in the farmer's cage. Farmers in marketing channel iii do not incur costs because the Middleman visits farmers who sell their cows in the stable. Furthermore, the costs incurred by Middleman are in the form of transportation costs of IDR 50,000 per head, transportation costs are cheap because transportation capacity is met according to capacity, and animal market entry fees of IDR 15,000/head and transfer fees of IDR 17,500, -/head. The total marketing costs incurred in marketing channel iii are Rp. 82,500. - In marketing channel iv, farmers sell their livestock outside the animal market, many middlemen are on guard in front of the animal market before entering the market so that transactions occur in the stable of the farmer, so that farmers only spend Rp. 115,000 for transportation, which consists of transportation costs and paperwork. Permission from the village so that the cattle can be transported outside the village.

A full explanation of the marketing costs of breeding cattle will be explained as follows:

**Transportation costs**

Transportation is the transportation of cattle from one marketing agency to another. Farmers do not incur transportation costs in marketing channel I because consumers come to farmers. Likewise, for farmers in marketing channel iii because in marketing channel iii, Middleman who comes to farmers and transactions occur in the cages owned by farmers. In marketing channel ii, farmers incur transportation costs from the farm's location to the animal market an average of Rp. 50,000.-/head this price depends on the distance and the capacity filled from the means of transportation.

**Labour costs**

The labour force in marketing the breeder cattle is not counted because the breeders and Middleman in marketing their cows do not use labour.

Charges for Retribution and Transfer of Names. A levy fee is imposed for livestock that are marketed through the animal market. The amount of the retribution is IDR 25,000 per head and the transfer fee is IDR 17,500 / head. The buyer usually bears the transfer fee, but sometimes the transfer fee is borne by the middleman, this happens depending on the agreement between the seller and the buyer in the animal market.

Marketing profit is the difference between the price paid by the final consumer and the price received by the producer after deducting marketing costs. The profit obtained by the breeder is in accordance with the selling price, regardless of the price sold by the breeder, whether it is sold to other breeders, middleman or a group of that size, the profit of the breeder because our farm is a traditional/traditional farm that never calculates the cost of its business, whether it be in the form of feed costs, cost of cages and seedlings (Takele, 2014). This is supported by (Tinsley, 2019), that livestock in Indonesia are mostly people's farms, so they cannot be analyzed economically. The high profits obtained by farmers are usually due to the short marketing channels, the shorter the marketing channels the higher the profits (Andhika & Ginting, 2015). Every marketing channel traversed by marketing institutions such as Middleman, retailers, traditional markets, and modern markets always increases prices by looking for profits so that prices at the producer level will be low. In contrast, prices at the consumer level will be high, (Singh et al., 2019). Profit is the difference between the selling price and the purchase price minus the costs incurred during the marketing process, (Singh et al., 2005).
Farmer's share is the ratio between the price received by the farmer and the cost paid by the final consumer and is often expressed in percent. Farmer's share has a negative relationship with marketing margins, so the higher the marketing margin, the lower the share obtained by farmers. Farmer's share in a marketing activity can be used as a basis or benchmark for marketing efficiency, (Brihandhono et al., 2022). The higher the percentage of farmer's share, the more efficient marketing activities are said to be. with the assumption that producers are the most meritorious parties, the greater the proportion of prices received by farmers, the fairer the existing marketing system.

Table 2 shows that the farmer's share in channel i is 100% for both male and female cattle. channel ii 97.43% and 96.50%, channel iii 98.82 and 98.50%, and channel iv 98.39% and 98.80% for bulls and females, respectively. In managing to farm, farmers always try to keep the costs incurred to a minimum to obtain maximum production so that the business is economically profitable. Increased profits will automatically increase the income and welfare of farmers. Farm income is the profit obtained by farmers from the difference between the selling price of cattle and the costs incurred in the marketing process (Musemwa, 2007). The farmer's income from the sale of cattle depends on the sex of the cow and the number of cattle sold, and the channel through which marketing is carried out. This is supported by (Arif et al., 2020) what happened in the Buleleng district, finding that breeding Bali cattle can still provide benefits if the breeder gets the birth of a bull, but the farmer will experience a loss if his cow gives birth to a female calf.

In farming, regardless of how much the farmer receives the proceeds from the sale of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Farmer's Share</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>(Amount of Marketing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male (%)</td>
<td>Female (%)</td>
<td>Male Rp/head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>97.43</td>
<td>96.50</td>
<td>6,917.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>98.82</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>6,917.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>98.39</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>7,010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
This is because the cattle rearing period is only 12 months and the average number of cows sold each year is one. For the income of farmers to be higher, farmers should maintain more than one cow and fatten cows so that more than one cow is produced because raising one to three cows requires almost the same maintenance costs (labour used, tools, and cage costs). This is supported by research (Astiti, 2019): raising 3-4 head of cattle takes 2 hours per day. Cattle rearing is only a side-line, so it is reasonable that the income contribution from a side-line business is below 30%.

**CONCLUSIONS**

From the results of the above discussion, it can be concluded that the efficiency of most efficient marketing channel is in the channel i, i.e. farmers sell their livestock in the cattle shed and those who buy their livestock are farmers in one village, but farmers can market their livestock through marketing channel iii, namely farmers sell their livestock through a middleman in the cattle shed to avoid risks in the marketing process such as stress in transportation so that it affects the physical condition of the breeder cattle, besides that the efficiency of the marketing channel on channel three shows that it is smaller than channel ii and iv.
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